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exchanges. For the handicapped, the visiting teacher and the
social club have proved as important as domiciliary assistance
or a pension. For the orphan, individualized attention is
needed, if an impersonal insurance benefit or children's allow-
ance is to call forth "a satisfactory foster home. The national
insurance law of 1946 gives the beneficiary the right to claim
a home visit by a national insurance visitor, much as he was
previously visited by the approved society or industrial insur-
ance agent; and the minister of national insurance has said
that he envisaged every national insurance office as a citizen's
advice bureau.
In this same spirit, it becomes possible to envisage the
social welfare worker as an auxiliary not only of the' income-
security administrator, but also of the practitioners of a
number of other professions. Thus far, in Britain, this develop-
ment has been most apparent in the rise of auxiliary services
to courts of justice, which are being slowly pushed back from
supervision of the parolee's ticket-of-leave after he has served
much of his sentence, to probation during suspension of sen-
tence, then to investigation before the court decides what
sentence if any to pronounce, and finally to investigation
before the court reaches any decision at all; and it has been
hoped that, with the establishment of observation centres
staffed by both psychiatrists and social workers, justice will
cease to be abstractly legal, and will become better adapted to
the social needs of society's victims. In the child guidance
clinic, a similar teaming up of social worker and psychiatrist
is also appearing. It would not be difficult to envisage the
hospital almoner developing similarly into a medical social
worker, attached to the new county medical centres as well as
to regionalized hospitals to help put patients in touch with
those many services that may be needed if they are to benefit
from the medical treatment that is available. Nor would it be
impossible to envisage the school care organizer—to say
nothing of the school attendance officer—as a school social
worker, helping to remove obstacles to the educational process
by consultation with child, parent, and teacher. The industrial

